Now Separate Megabase DNA Fragments Easily and Distinctly... with GeneLine™

New from Beckman, the GeneLine™ electrophoresis system separates DNA fragments and whole chromosomes from 2 kb to 9000 kb, in straight, high-resolution lanes!

A First: New TAFE Technique For Optimal Results
GeneLine uses the most advanced pulsed field electrophoresis technique to date—Transverse Alternating Field Electrophoresis (TAFE). As a result, GeneLine provides straight, distinct lanes with high resolution separation of DNA fragments, to allow easy comparison to DNA molecular weight standards and accurate DNA size estimates.

Another First: In situ DNA Blotting
GeneLine features interchangeable electrode cassettes that let you perform electrophoresis and electrophoretic transfer in the same chamber. TAFE Electrodes are used for electrophoresis; DNA Blot Electrodes for transfer.

Reagents Certified For Pulsed Field Electrophoresis
For results you can count on, use Beckman PFE-certified reagents, all tested on mammalian DNA. Our low frequency restriction enzymes come with optimal concentration recommendations. Agarose, buffer and standard marker yeast plugs are also available.

Find out more! Call toll-free 800/742-2345, or write to Beckman Instruments, Inc., Spinco Division, 1050 Page Mill Rd., Palo Alto, CA 94304. Offices in major cities worldwide.
"Never Mind The Jewels . . . We Want The EC650 Power Supply!"

Choosing the right Electrophoresis Power Supply can add a special lustre and brilliance to your work. And no one but E-C provides so many unique settings in Constant Power, Constant Current, and Constant Voltage to choose from. Eighteen different models from the gem-like EC103 at $250 to the Hope Diamond of Electrophoresis Power Supplies, the $2,595 EC650 Constant Power Supply.


EC650 Constant Power Supply
6000 Volts 200 Watts 350 milliAmps
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Amazing things are happening in DNA sequencing.

Elegant chemistry. Advanced detection system. Powerful software. The Applied Biosystems Model 370A is setting new standards in DNA sequencing. New standards that mean more data from a single priming site, fewer gels, walk-away convenience. The result: accurate sequence information in an easy-to-read format, stored automatically.

Advancing technology finds no boundary for improvement. Since the introduction of the Model 370A in 1987, our growing community of users around the world has enjoyed substantial performance enhancements as we share technological breakthroughs from our own research group. As an example, the Model 370A now resolves 50% more bases, at a higher accuracy, than a year ago.

The Model 370A: Proven, fully automated electrophoresis detection and analysis system for DNA sequencing. Participate in this evolution of the state-of-the-art in DNA sequencing. Contact Applied Biosystems today. Ask for more information on the Model 370A and a free subscription to Advances in Automated Sequencing.
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**BANDS**
A sample of gels from quality control for function-testing of SDS-PAGE with PhastGel™ Gradient 10–15 gels. Each gel batch is thoroughly tested for reproducibility and reliability. From sample to result: 60 min (for 1 or 2 gels).

**ROCKETS**
Immunoelectrophoresis on PhastSystem saves antiserum and time. In this example, human serum proteins are precipitated with anti-albumin. From sample to result: 65 min.

**SPOTS**
Two-dimensional electrophoresis is fast and easy with PhastSystem. PhastGel IEF media are used in the first dimension, and PhastGel gradient or homogeneous media are used in the second dimension. Here, a cell extract from E. coli is analyzed. From sample to result: 2.5 h.

**CURVES**
Electrophoretic titration curve separations take only 25 minutes to perform with PhastGel IEF media. Information about protein charge characteristics is easily obtained, and can be used to plan protein purification schemes. Here, a clarified cell homogenate in the production of superoxide dismutase is analyzed. From sample to result: 55 min.

All with PhastSystem™, the high resolution electrophoresis system that lets you concentrate on results—not on methods. Please contact Pharmacia for more information to find out how PhastSystem can work for you!
Coulter cordially invites you to see a demonstration of the latest state-of-the-art technology in:

- Automated cell counting
- Submicron particle sizing
- High-resolution cell size distribution analysis
- Laser-based electrophoretic mobility distribution analysis
- Automated, nondestructive pore size distribution analysis

For the fastest, most reliable results in cell and particle research . . . adorn your lab in classic black . . . from Coulter.

Call today to schedule your demonstration. 800-526-6932; in Florida 800-432-6518. Ask for extension 2818.

Outside the U.S.A., contact your local Coulter representative

Cell size distribution and cell counting
The COULTER® MULTISIZER is a rapid, accurate, broad range (30:1 by diameter) analyzer that offers the equivalent of 25,600 channels of resolution with patented windowing features. The instrument simultaneously counts and sizes cells or other particles over a range of 0.4 to 1200 μm using the proven Coulter volumetric, one-by-one principle. Linear or log scaling allow easy handling of broad or narrow distributions.
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Submicron particle size analysis
The COULTER® Model N4 analyzer series comprises three instrument models that all provide average particle size over a range of 3 nm to 3 μm, molecular weight, standard deviation and diffusion coefficient. They will measure the size of macromolecules, emulsion droplets or other particles in suspension. Features include sizing in 60 seconds, new Multi-Tau software and multi-angle measurements.
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Cell counting with microprocessor automation
The COULTER COUNTER® Model ZM offers the user an economical but expandable system that provides the speed (5000 particles/sec) and accuracy (differentials within 0.05%) of Coulter volumetric counting and sizing of cells plus the ease of microprocessor control. Dual thresholds permit direct readout of particle count and size above or between preset limits. Suitable for analysis of cells or emulsion droplets from 0.4 to 1200 μm.
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Cell size distribution accessory
The COULTER CHANNELYZER® 256 analyzer was specially designed for use with the Model ZM, enhancing that system to allow rapid cell size distribution measurements. Its 16, 64, 128 or 256 real-time channels are expandable to 2,560 channels with windowing feature. Provides resolution to 0.05 μm and a dynamic range of 3:1 by diameter.
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Electrophoretic mobility distributions
The COULTER® DELSA measures the mobility of charged particles in liquid suspension such as membrane vesicles, liposomes or lymphocytes in just minutes.
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Particle characterization services
The Coulter Scientific Instruments Applications Laboratory offers application troubleshooting and consulting services as well as a calibration service traceable to NBS standards.
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"Medawar: A Nobel iconoclast."

Newsweek

MEMOIR OF A THINKING RADISH
An Autobiography
"[A] marvelous volume of humanity, history and wit that documents the life and ruminations of the dean of British science and letters... A splendid autobiography." —The Washington Post Book World

"This book merrily and wittily leads us through the fascinating life of one of the most articulate and famous medical researchers and scientific thinkers of this century." —Library Journal

224 pp.; photos paper $8.95

THE LIMITS OF SCIENCE
"Medawar's small, brilliant gem of a book affirms and celebrates the tremendous accomplishments that the scientific enterprise has already bestowed, and will continue to bestow, on all humanity."

—Smithsonian Magazine

"Sharp-tongued and incisive as ever, Medawar explores the very pith of science." —Kirkus Reviews

128 pp. paper $8.95

PLUTO'S REPUBLIC
Incorporating The Art of the Soluble and Induction and Intuition in Scientific Thought
"The most accomplished writer of popular-science essays (and winner of a Nobel Prize) has drawn together his best work in the form. Subtle, exciting, often surprising." —Science

362 pp.; figs. paper $9.95

At better bookstores or directly from OXFORD PAPERBACKS
Oxford University Press
200 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016

LET LIFE FOOL YOU ONCE AND YOU COULD BE FOOLED FOR LIFE

There was a time when you could buy life insurance and know exactly what your benefits would be down the line. It's not so easy anymore. Today, insurance plans feature complicated investment devices tied to fluctuating interest rates. And while the minimum and maximum amounts payable are fixed, your beneficiary might get less than you planned for. Simple isn't always better, but many insurance experts recommend you look at Term Life Insurance. It pays what it promises... no fancy investment footwork... right up to the termination age.

Which is why the AAAS endorses its own Term Life Insurance Plan—it's the purest and most inexpensive kind of life insurance. Each AAAS member can apply for up to $240,000 of coverage with generous protection for the family, too.

Interested? Simply contact the Administrator, AAAS Group Insurance Program, 1255 23rd Street, N.W., Suite 300, Washington, D.C. 20037, or call Toll-Free 800/424-9883 (in Washington, D.C. call 202/296-8030). They will be pleased to answer any questions you may have about this valuable member benefit.
Work Experience and Psychological Development Through the Life Span

Edited by Jeylan T. Mortimer, University of Minnesota, and Kathryn M. Borman, University of Cincinnati

Only recently have researchers begun to explore the relationship between occupational conditions and psychological development during different phases of life. This book examines a wide range of related issues, including part-time work for adolescents; adjustment of young adults to new work roles; occupational self-direction among different age groups; job satisfaction, age, and gender; women's dual roles at home and at work; loss of "vitality" among midcareer and older workers; and self-concept and job-related disabilities.

$29.95; AAAS members $23.96 (include membership number from Science), 306 pp., 1987. AAAS Selected Symposium 107.

Order from: Westview Press, Dept. AAAS, 5500 Central Avenue, Boulder, CO 80301. (Add $2.50 postage for handling for the first copy, 75 cents for each additional copy; allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.)

Published by Westview Press for AAAS

CELL AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY OF PLANTS

July 31 – August 19, 1988

A cooperative program of the Marine Biological Laboratory and the University of Georgia. Major themes of plant cell and molecular biology will be presented in depth and relationships to plant biotechnology emphasized. Format will be lectures/demonstrations of techniques. Faculty will include members of the University's plant science departments and distinguished scientists from throughout the United States.

Topics for 1988 include: plant structures, organs and life cycles; structural proteins and cell wall carbohydrates; genomes and gene organization; developmentally regulated, hormone regulated, light regulated gene systems; tissue culture, regeneration, transformation; gene response to environmental and biological stress, including plant pathology; molecular biology of organelles, fungi and cyanobacteria.

Enrollment is limited to 30 students.

Registration fee: $500.00, plus room and board.

Application Deadline: April 15, 1988


For further information contact the Office of Sponsored Programs, Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, MA 02543, (617) 548-3705, ext. 216.

SigmaPlot™ software creates publication quality charts & graphs for the scientist.

IBM PC and Compaltes

Create professional graphs for scientific publications, poster sessions, or lectures. Unlike business software, SigmaPlot contains essential scientific features:

- Automatic error bars
- Multiple graphs per page
- 65,000 points per dataset

Greek and math symbols
- Polynomial curve fitting, and more...

Accepts ASCII and DIF data files from Lotus, dBase, or your own programs. Support for Hewlett-Packard and compatible plotters, HP Laserjets, and selected dot matrix printers. Money-back guarantee.

Free brochure 800-874-1888
In CA 415-924-8640
FAX: 415-924-2850 / Telex: 4939777
In Europe: R.I.A., Mondorf, Germany
Ph: +490291/86620

Jandel Scientific

Microcomputer Tools for the Scientist

65 Koch Road • Corte Madera, CA 94925
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Your Performance Demands Precision®
FREE SCIENCE
WITH A NEW
PRECISION OVEN

Free AAAS,
too, when you select
free Science.

We want you to have a full
year of advanced research
news to call attention to our
most advanced microprocessor-controlled
Precision HTM Ovens.

Temperature is continuously monitored
against setpoint to optimize uniformity. Digital
display is real temperature, not an average.
The PID microprocessor can interface with
your lab computer to control and document
even your most complex procedures.

And you get the same choice of publications
when you buy a Precision STM or STG Oven.
We’re here to serve your scientific needs
about any way we can. With a year’s subscrip-
tion to Science, you also get membership in
the American Association for
the Advancement of Science.
If you’d like a different subscrip-
tion or membership, we’ll consider it. You’ll
receive details when you return the coupon.

UPDATE ME
Send more data on Precision
Ovens. Send certificate, detailing
subscriptions and memberships
available with the purchase of
any Precision HTM, STM or STG Oven. Offer
Mail coupon on letterhead with name, title
and address to Precision Scientific Inc.,
3737 West Cortland Street, Chicago, Illinois
60647.
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Precision Scientific
BURRELL WRIST-ACTION® SHAKER

Attach the Separatory Funnel Support’s base to the top platform of the Burrell Shaker and handle BIG funnels with ease! Adjustable clamps hold funnels at the angle and height you require. Swirling’s consistent, and time and agitation speed can be set, so you can accurately repeat all mixing operations.

And the Burrell Build-Up® System lets you increase capacity by adding side-arms and clamps for Erlenmeyer flasks and other containers.

Write or call for information on Separatory Funnel Supports used on the only Wrist-Action® Shaker available.

BURRELL WRIST-ACTION® SHAKER

As long as you need, at the speed and angle you select, the Burrell Shaker duplicates hand mixing’s swirling action. Consistent swirling at every speed allows you to accurately repeat all mixing operations.

With Burrell’s Build-Up® System, you can add longer side-arms, platforms and clamps to accommodate various containers—from Erlenmeyer and 250 ml flasks to separatory funnels up to 2,000 ml! Write or call for our brochure on the only Wrist-Action® Shaker on the market.

BURRELL CORPORATION
2223 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15219
Telephone: (412) 471-2527